Structure prediction of a multi-domain EF-hand Ca2+ binding protein by PROPAINOR.
PROPAINOR is a new algorithm developed for ab initio prediction of the 3D structures of proteins using knowledge-based nonparametric multivariate statistical methods. This algorithm is found to be most efficient in terms of computational simplicity and prediction accuracy for single-domain proteins as compared to other ab initio methods. In this paper, we have used the algorithm for the atomic structure prediction of a multi-domain (two-domain) calcium-binding protein, whose solution structure has been deposited in the PDB recently (PDB ID: 1JFK). We have studied the sensitivity of the predicted structure to NMR distance restraints with their incorporation as an additional input. Further, we have compared the predicted structures in both these cases with the NMR derived solution structure reported earlier. We have also validated the refined structure for proper stereochemistry and favorable packing environment with good results and elucidated the role of the central linker.